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In a special fraud alert three weeks ago, federal
prosecutors said they would come after physi-

cians caught falsifying certificates of medical
necessity for home health or durable medical
equipment. Now, the investigators are adding
fraudulent CMNs for clinical diagnostic tests to
their priorities, making it clearer than ever that
physicians are squarely in the crosshairs of the
Department of Justice in 1999. 

A recent agreement between the Health Care
Financing Administration and physician groups
may help standardize some of the existing docu-
mentation regulations for clinical lab tests (see
related story, below) . Experts say such stan-
dardization could also reduce physicians’ ability
to explain away documentation mistakes.

As with the OIG's recent statements on physi-
cians and durable medical equipment suppliers
(see story p. 1, 2/1 issue) , physicians appear to
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Simple errors open door for full-blown audit

be only secondary targets in the new fraud alert
targeting clinical lab tests. After all, it's the lab
that's responsible for claims submissions, and it's
the lab that receives the reimbursement.

But the feds are clearly laying the ground work
for following a paper trail right back to the physi-
cian's prescription pad. Like DME companies, a
lab's reimbursement depends largely on the com-
pleteness and accuracy of the documentation in

GAO: Justice Department
backs off False Claims Act

The General Accounting Office says it's too
soon to tell if the Department of Justice has

lived up to the promise it made eight months ago
to curb its overzealous use of the False Claims
Act in prosecuting health care fraud. The DOJ's
decision to quietly drop 351 cases against hospi-
tals in a controversial laboratory unbundling initia-
tive leads some experts to believe Justice may go
after easier targets, like physicians.

"We remain concerned, that the Department of
Justice may resume its practices or redirect them
toward physicians or those in the medical commu-
nity who are even less well equipped to defend
themselves," says William Agrast , counsel and
legislative director for Rep. William Delahunt (D-
MA). Last year, Delahunt co-sponsored a bill
designed to gut the False Claims Act, which many
regard as having too low a burden of proof. 

DOJ denies it, but most experts agree
Delahunt's bill, along with a sister bill introduced

See Clinical labs , page 2

New lab standards may cut
documentation mistakes

The Health Care Financing Administration and
a variety of physician advocacy groups ham-

mered out a tentative agreement to revise
Medicare's confusing tangle of rules regarding
clinical diagnostic laboratory tests. While no one's
claiming the new regulations will be perfect, most
experts say that standardization at least should
help physicians reduce the risk of inadvertent
mistakes.

"The problem has been that different fiscal
intermediaries and carriers have different cover-

Poor documentation could make you a target for federal investigators, experts say
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the physician's medical record, says Sue
Prophet , RRA, CCS, director of classifications
and coding at the American Health Information
Management Association in Chicago. How well
you document medical necessity for items such
as clinical lab tests and DME supplies could
determine whether or not your practice faces a
full-blown audit.

"HCFA's position is that there's a mutual
responsibility between clinical labs and ordering
physicians to work together," says Brett Baker ,
regulatory affairs associate at the Washington,
DC-based American College of Physicians-
American Society of Internal Medicine. "The lab is
ultimately on the hook, but when you're talking
about overpayments, there could be some physi-
cian involvement."

For example, a clinical laboratory is hit with a
False Claim Act lawsuit. Investigators comb the
laboratory's files and compile a list of physician
practices whose documentation the feds consider
insufficient. Investigators are well within their
rights to take a long, hard look at those practices'
medical records to see if they support the lab
tests that were ordered.

"If auditors or investigators come into a physi-
cian's office, it could ultimately turn into an
expanded investigation," Prophet says. "Nobody
wants investigators coming in and looking at their
medical records for any reason. What if they
decide the medical records are poor in general?
They might then decide to take a closer look at
the physician's evaluation and management cod-
ing. Their reasoning might be, 'If he has such bad
documentation that it doesn't support the medical
necessity of the test, his documentation probably
isn't that good in some other directions, either.'"

Poor documentation invites other kinds of trou-

Documentation errors
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ble as well, Prophet notes. If a clinical laboratory
ends up in hot water because one practice docu-
ments poorly, the physician's relationship with that
lab could be destroyed. "Not only that, but word
could get out to other labs, and the physician
might find himself in the difficult position of not
being able to find a lab to run tests on his
patients." n

age policies for different lab tests that had differ-
ent medical necessity criteria," says Sue
Prophet , RRA, CCS, director of classifications
and coding at the American Health Information
Management Association in Chicago, and a mem-
ber of the committee that revised the rules. "That
got to be very frustrating - especially if you were
in an area that might have to deal with more than
one carrier or fiscal intermediary."

What was worse, it became almost impossible
for some providers to keep up with individual car-
riers' changes to their coverage policies, says
Brett Baker , regulatory affairs associate at the
Washington, DC-based American College of
Physicians-American Society of Internal
Medicine. Baker also served on the rulemaking
committee. "When a policy was changed, the
change would be published [by itself] in a subse-
quent bulletin," he says. "Realistically, it was diffi-
cult for practices to go back to the original policy,
incorporate the change and keep it all straight."

Another problem with the old rules was that,
with most carriers, the medical necessity criteria
weren't developed with the involvement of coding
professionals. "There was no one to say, 'That's
not how this type of encounter would be coded,'"
Prophet says.

The new rules, which HCFA will work into a
proposed draft to be published in the Federal

Clinical labs
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DOJ suit halts physician
boycott of HMOs

An attempt by Florida surgeons to play hardball
with health plans failed in the face of a

Justice Department antitrust suit. The doctors
have agreed not to boycott health plans or
engage in joint contract negotiations in order to
get higher fees.

The suit was filed last month against the
Federation of Certified Surgeons and Specialists
Inc., a Tampa, FL. corporation composed of 29
competing surgeons who accounted for 87% of
general and vascular operations at five hospitals.
Pershing Yoakley and Associates, an accounting
firm based in Knoxville, TN, was also named.

The government charged that Pershing
Yoakley told local health plans that the physicians
would terminate their contracts and not partici-
pate in the health plans' networks, unless the
HMOs agreed to contract with all of the FCSSI
doctors under terms set by the physicians. "Each
FCSSI surgeon gained $14,097 on average, in
projected annual revenues as a result of the ille-
gal joint efforts," according to a DOJ statement. In
one case, the doctors received higher fees after
28 of the 29 surgeons had terminated their con-
tracts with the health plan. 

In addition, the Justice Department accused
Pershing Yoakley of falsely portraying itself as a
third-party messenger during contract negotia-
tions. A messenger is essentially a third party
that's supposed to act as a neutral mediator in
arranging contract terms between doctors and
health plans. The consulting firm was really acting
on behalf of the Florida doctors, according to the
government. n

Register before summer, eliminate local variation
in coverage policies by establishing a set of 22
national policies. "We also made them much
more consistent with the coding rules and guide-
lines, so that people can code correctly and still
have patients with legitimate laboratory encoun-
ters being appropriately covered," Prophet
explains. The new standardization should also
benefit practices that are attempting to develop
internal compliance policies, Baker adds.

That's not to say that the long process of revis-
ing the policies always went smoothly. "There
were a lot of tense moments," says Rob Tenet ,
assistant to the senior VP at Englewood, CO-
based Medical Group Management Association.
"Not everybody was always on the same page —
especially HCFA," Tenet says. "It's hard to say if
they had an agenda going into the negotiations,
but the end result is something that folks are pret-
ty happy with. It's not too onerous for practices."

Even so, some concerns remain, particularly
with regard to the amount of paperwork required
of physician practices attempting to remain in
compliance with the new policies. Some practices
almost certainly will have their hands full, Baker
says. "In some areas, there's going to be an
increase in the number of policies that physicians
will encounter," he says. "If you only had seven
local policies before, now it's going to be 22
national policies that you have to contend with." n

Clinton submits Y2K budget
proposals on health fraud

In his fiscal year 2000 budget, presented to
Congress on Feb. 1, President Clinton projected

the government would save $2.9 billion over five
years through implementing the following meas-
ures to combat waste, fraud and abuse:

s Limit Medicare payments to provide for out-
patient drugs to 83% of the average wholesale
price.

s Reduce the lab fee schedule ceiling from
74% to 72%;

s Require that insurers report to HCFA all
Medicare beneficiaries they insure;

s Grant HCFA authority to fine private insurers
twice the amount owed if they intentionally allow

to government to pay claims for which they are
responsible.

s Impose stricter controls on Medicare’s partial
hospitalization benefit to ensure the government
pays for therapy actually provided to beneficiaries.

s Clinton also proposed to raise $194.5 million
by charging providers user fees to participate in
the Medicare program.

While the budget proposes to increase overall
spending by $11.5 billion, providers can expect
cuts of $9 billion n
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Continued from page 1
False Claims Act

in the Senate, prompted the department to issue
its own internal "guidance" on the use of the False
Claims Act on June 3, 1998. A tacit agreement
was reached that if the DOJ complied with its
guidance, Congress wouldn't take action on either
bill. The General Accounting Office (GAO) was
assigned to evaluate whether the DOJ had been
successful.

Not much has changed with the Feb. 1 release
of the GAO report, however. Indeed, how judi-
ciously the DOJ used the False Claims Act
remains largely a matter of opinion.

Sanford V. Teplitzky , JD, with the firm of
Ober, Kaler, Grimes and Shriner in Baltimore,
says he hasn't seen any real change in the
DOJ's approach to prosecuting health care
fraud. "I haven't seen changes in existing investi-
gations," he says. "Whether they're changing
how they're starting investigations, or how
they're deciding which investigations to begin, I
don't know. But with the ongoing investigations, I
don't see them saying, 'Wait, we need to rethink
these things.'"

Vickie J. Wil l iams , JD, with the f irm of
Bennett, Bigelow and Leedom in Seattle, says
she's noticed at least a few differences, however.
"It does appear to me that the Department of
Justice and the Office of the Inspector General
are being a little more careful about jumping in [to
an investigation] with both feet," she says. "They
seem to be more willing to investigate a little fur-
ther or listen to the provider's side of the equation
before they aggressively throw resources into an
investigation."

The best evidence of DOJ's supposedly kinder
and gentler approach is the number of cases
closed without adverse action in its laboratory
unbundling initiative. (See chart, above.) As the
GAO points out in its report, this initiative "has
been the subject of considerable criticism by the
medical community." Essentially, many hospitals
contend the initiative has little or no legal basis.
They also claim the DOJ's so-called "demand let-
ters" in which the department threatened prosecu-
tion under the False Claims Act unless hospitals
paid up promptly, amount to extortion. GAO refus-
es to speculate, however, on why the DOJ

dropped so many of its lab unbundling cases
since June 3, although it may address the issue in
its next report.

Mary Grealy , JD, Washington, DC, counsel for
the Chicago-based American Hospital
Association, says the DOJ declined to prosecute
the lab unbundling cases because they were bad
cases to begin with. "They weren't fraud, there
weren't patterns of abuse. It was ridiculous," she
says.

Teplitzky says the number of closed cases only
supports what the health care industry's been
saying for years: "The Department of Justice has
had hundreds and hundreds of these things out
there that should never have been opened in the
first place. The fact that they're closing them is
promising news. But since we don't know which
cases they're closing, it's hard to draw any addi-
tional conclusions from the numbers."

With the next GAO report due on Aug. 2, indus-
try experts aren't rushing to any final judgements
on the DOJ's compliance with the False Claims
Act guidance. Delahunt's bill and its sister in the
Senate are ready for another run if the DOJ does-
n't continue its progress, Grealy says. "If we find
that cases where there were minimal error rates
have been referred back to the fiscal intermedi-
aries rather than to the U.S. attorneys offices,
then we will agree the guidelines are working,"
she says. "Otherwise, we will have a problem and
will have to go back to Congress."

Agrast also wants to see Justice stressing com-
pliance rather than punitive action, at least when
there's no evidence of deliberate wrongdoing.
And he's encouraged by the preliminary results.
"Anecdotally at least, it appears that there's been
a significant shift, and we're hopeful that it won't
be necessary to go back to the legislation." n

National initiative Settled Declined Total
Laboratory unbundling 50 351 401
72-hour window rule 346 2 348
PPS transfer 0 0 0
Pneumonia upcoding 3 0 3
Total 399 353 752
Percent 53.1 46.9 100

DOJ cases closed since June 3, 1998


